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ABSTRACT 

While the need to make existing buildings more energy-efficient continues to grow, current 

building energy modeling (BEM) tools do not support the early utilization of BEM as a design 

decision-making tool in the building retrofit process. This study reviews literature and state-of-

the-art software to identify challenges and opportunities in developing BEM tools for early design 

stages. Conventional BEM workflows are assessed.  They show a lack of consideration for retrofit 

projects in current BEM discussions, which makes it hard to accommodate building renovation 

and upgrade as a way to address sustainability. They also reflect a clear expectation of better 

interoperability within the software. Many practitioners cannot use these programs due to the 

lengthy manual data entry process, which is too slow and error-prone to be economically viable. 

A new framework for BEM is proposed in an effort to mitigate issues that prevent iterative use of 

BEM. Building energy standards are analyzed to be incorporated into the framework. A sample 

user-experience design is developed to reflect principles of said framework. Wireframes are 

created to illustrate major features with integrated functionality that support improved BEM 

workflow. The proposed specifications aims to streamline the early environmental design 

workflow for retrofit projects. Future software development can open the building energy 

modeling technology to a potential group of users currently excluded by unnecessary technical 

barriers.  

. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Buildings generate nearly 40% of annual GHG emissions in the United States. Lighting, 

space cooling, and heating make up most of the electricity end uses (Goldstein et al., 2020). 

Increasing global populations will result in a surge in demand for housing and amenities. By 2050 

there will be a further 2.5 billion urban dwellers, further straining infrastructure and resources. It 

would only add to the stress on our planet's finite natural resources to destroy reusable buildings 

and build new ones to replace them. Making buildings greener reduces the long-term cost and 

energy consumption and carbon emissions that greatly contribute to climate change. 

 

Figure 1.1 U.S. Energy Consumption by Sector 

Note. From Energy Consumption by Sector [US Energy Information Agency], by Delphi234, 

2012, Wikimedia 

(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_Energy_Consumption_by_Sector.png). CC0 1.0. 

1.1 Sustainability 

Existing buildings account for most of the energy used in the building sector, whereas new 

buildings use only a small percentage of energy. In the U.S., approximately 86% of current 

building construction expenditures are for the renovation of existing buildings while the remainder 
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is for new construction (Calderone, 2015). An estimated 150 billion square feet of existing 

buildings, which is about 50% of the entire building stock, will be renovated over the next 30 

years. 

1.2  Financial Benefit 

Energy efficiency upgrades often provide a generous return on investment. A study that 

reviewed nearly 200 projects in commercial buildings found the vast majority of those projects 

achieved an internal rate of return greater than 15% (Goldman et al., 2005). Energy efficiency 

planning depends on the scale of opportunity for energy efficiency improvements in existing 

buildings. For most office buildings energy cost is $2–3 per square foot per year. Such retrofit 

projects will reduce operating costs and improve occupant comfort with a host of other benefits. 

Making a building more sustainable while completing the retrofit could attract more higher-paying 

tenants, which would cause a greater appreciation by the time the owners plan to sell. Properties 

with Energy Star certification have sold for 2-5% more than buildings without such certification. 

1.3  Regulations 

1.3.1 Local Law 97 

The Climate Mobilization Act, 2019 which encompasses Local Laws 92, 94, 95, 96, 97, 

and 147, is one of the most ambitious local efforts in the country to address building sustainability. 

This places carbon caps for energy use in most buildings larger than 25,000 square feet, which 

makes up approximately 50,000 residential and commercial properties across NYC. These caps 

start in 2024 and will become more stringent over time, eventually reducing 80% of emissions by 

2050. The law aims to reduce building-based emissions by 40% by 2030 from a 2005 baseline (All 

About Local Law 97, 2019). 
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Buildings over 25,000 gross square feet must meet annual whole-building carbon intensity 

limits during each compliance period based on building type or prorated for mixed-use buildings.  

To comply, building owners must submit an emissions intensity report stamped by a registered 

design professional every year starting in 2025 or pay substantial fines. Buildings must pay $268 

per metric ton that their carbon footprint exceeds the limit, annually.  

Faced with significant penalties if a building does not meet stringent emission limits, 

owners will be much more focused on improved energy and carbon performance and reducing 

GHG emissions. An effective way to achieve energy conservation and code compliance in existing 

buildings is by incorporating building energy modeling (BEM) early in the process. The purpose 

of this study is to develop a computational tool tailoring to the retrofit of existing large-scale 

buildings. 

1.4  A Very Brief History of BEM 

Early development of building performance simulation started in the early 1960s in the 

U.S. and Sweden. The Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm introduced the first ever 

reported simulation tool for building in 1963 (Brown,1990). In the U.S,  building thermal 

simulations were initiated by the gas and electric industries. While building thermal calculations 

were limited in universities and national laboratories because of the lack of accessible computers, 

engineers explored the opportunities to use computers for HVAC designs. More powerful 

simulation engines evolved following the models developed in the 1970s, with hourly resolution 

focusing on energy assessments and heating/cooling load calculations (Kusuda, 1999). The 1970s 

energy crisis intensified these endeavors, as reducing the energy consumption of buildings became 

an urgent domestic policy interest. As a response, ASHRAE developed Standard 90, the beginning 

of U.S. building energy standards (Oh, 2013).  
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Over the past few years, urban planners and energy policymakers have incorporated BEM 

to analyze energy performance on a neighborhood/urban scale (Reinhart & Davila, 2016). 

1.5  Relationship between Building Standards and Building Energy 

Modeling 

The development of BEM is inseparable from building performance codes and standards. 

Before 1980, building performance simulation depended on research and design. Due to time and 

technology barriers, energy simulation-aided designs for buildings were expensive and 

uncommon. Designers relied on rules of thumb and design experience to gauge building efficiency. 

By the mid-1980s, performance-based codes burgeoned. Standards such as ASHRAE 90.1 and 

utility incentive programs accelerated the development of BEM technology. They increased the 

awareness of the need for more efficient, sustainable buildings. The popularization of desktop 

computers also made it accessible for companies to further employ and develop BEM programs. 

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), a green building system, has been a 

proponent of BEM to facilitate environmentally conscious building design. It has since been the 

most widely known BEM application and the primary motivation to engage the technology in the 

building design process. A methodology for building energy modeling throughout the design 

process was described in a new standard published by ASHRAE in 2018 (ASHRAE, 2018). 

1.6  Challenges of BEM 

There are multiple scales and purposes to perform energy modeling. Common reasons to 

perform energy modeling for building designs include complying with building or energy codes, 

obtaining points for green building standards, comparing HVAC options, evaluating optimal 

building components ratio and material selection, and achieving a high-performance design. To 

every energy modeler’s lament, the latter is rarely the predominant incentive. Projects often ended 

up with a sub-optimal design for code compliance, maximum LEED points, and building systems 
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with the lowest cost. The earlier simulation is involved, the larger the potential benefit it has. When 

BEM is used only late in design, the massing, orientation, envelope, and glazing design is set, and 

mechanical systems are already specified. The modeling ends up having little value beyond 

keeping score. In addition to predicting energy, BEM helps designers make relative comparisons 

among design options (Roberts, 2013). Modeling time, project budget, and the modeler’s 

involvement in the project are three main factors that hinder the early-stage usage of energy 

modeling. Hiring an energy modeler later in the process might seem low on bottom-line cost, but 

it is a missed opportunity that the technology is not utilized to maximize savings in energy and 

operational cost. The lack of collaboration between the energy analyst and the architects makes it 

hard to use the modeling as a design tool, rather than a documentation verification. 

To encourage committing to energy modeling as the primary driver for design decisions, 

ASHRAE Standard 209-2018, Energy Simulation Aided Design for Buildings Except Low Rise 

Residential Buildings, defines minimum requirements for providing energy design assistance 

using building energy simulation and analysis. It required project teams to evaluate energy-

efficiency options using modeling early in the design process (no later than the schematic design). 

It is because consistent energy modeling procedures are necessary to validate and quantify the 

impact of design decisions.    

1.7  Democratizing BEM 

To reduce carbon emissions, meet policy goals, comply with codes, and reduce operational 

costs, it is necessary to make BEM more approachable. This section investigates the underlying 

challenges and opportunities to democratize BEM technology and resources. 
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1.7.1 Present Standardized Information 

At the beginning of the process, the modeling response is generally based on quantifiable 

design assumptions. However, the most significant variable in a building is people. If the occupants 

operate it in a way that it was not intended to, the performance of the building will not be as 

predicted. Energy modelers must rely on their experience, standards, and guides provided by 

energy and building departments. Readily available information such as occupancy schedule 

becomes crucial for designers and engineers to react to unpredictability. Therefore, the 

effectiveness of the modeling depends on how accurate the references are provided by various 

standards.  

Typical commercial buildings serve as the starting points for energy efficiency research. 

From these buildings, The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) extracts operation information to 

represent reasonably realistic building characteristics and construction practices. It is thus 

imperative that the DOE laboratories have close collaboration with the building industry. This 

leads to data-sharing of privacy - how much information are the building owners willing to share? 

The availability of data hinges on the perception of the benefits and risks of data disclosure. 

Mattern (2018) observed that "Offering oneself up as data, or as a data-collector, is often framed 

as an act of civic duty." If the goal is perceived as supporting a public service, it gives people not 

only an incentive but also a responsibility to share their personal or commercial data. 

Building performance feedback also plays a vital part after BEM is completed. Building 

information management, building sensors, and building control systems are increasingly popular 

and getting more advanced. They enable adjustment to the microclimate from a spatial to 

individual scale, as well as unprecedented insights about various aspects of occupant comforts and 

how people are using buildings. As the building systems get more complicated, it will be even 
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more critical that building managers operate the buildings per the design intent. There is a trend 

that engineers and architects extend their service to building operations. Building rating systems 

and standards are also pushing projects to meet building commissioning requirements. Yet, there 

is a general reluctance to be monitored by devices. People are cautious about technology's capacity 

to detect and control their environment and activities. Concerns regarding data privacy - both at 

the start and the end of building modeling and construction - are prevalent. Governments, local 

authorities, and individuals need to engage in frequent discussions to balance data collection and 

protection in the building industry. 

1.7.2 Make Building Codes Accessible 

The International Building Code (IBC), developed by the International Code Council 

(ICC), serves as the basis for the majority of building standards. The IBC is published on ICC's 

website in a read-only format. To simplify the building regulation research process, UpCodes 

established a searchable platform for building codes. The goal of the platform is to manage 

building codes, avoid project delays, and clarify requirements. In 2019, the ICC initiated a lawsuit 

against UpCodes for publishing the IBC in a way that it is searchable, highlighted, copy-pasted, 

and directly correlated with building models. UpCodes argued that laws and standards should be 

accessible without charge to the general public. The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that the state's 

official annotated code, authored during legislative or judicial duties, does not constitute "original 

works of authorship" and cannot claim copyright protection. As no one can own the law, the 

services provided by UpCodes do not constitute an infringement of copyright. The industry 

consensus was that rather than suing UpCodes, ICC should improve their ability to monetize the 

service provided and/or partner with UpCodes somehow. To make it easier for designers and 

building owners to deliver code-compliant projects, codes and standards should be made available 
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in a way that they can be conveniently accessed, referenced, and interrelated to building 

developments.  

1.7.3 Design Modeling Tools for a Wide Range of Users 

Companies often express that their ideal candidates for doing energy modeling are people 

with mechanical engineering expertise who know energy modeling, with proficiency in Rhino-

grasshopper and its plug-ins. Such specific skill requirements stem from the challenges in 

mastering various computational tools. In architectural design, especially early in the process, there 

are many parallels between the simulation and the architectural model. To have another expert 

always running after the design is ineffective. Existing energy modeling and analysis tools have a 

steep learning curve and disconnected functionality. For designers without sufficient experience 

in parametric, the immediate, in-house performance analysis is not well supported. Another 

obstacle presented by current tools is that they fail to provide clear design guidance. Even when 

designers can generate an energy model result, the information is presented in the form of a report, 

without insights on the impact each decision has on the building performance.  

Democratizing the knowledge around specialized concepts about environmental 

parameters not only makes it easier for designers to generate energy models, but the ability to 

interpret the results. Only when they comprehend the significance of design choices can they make 

reasonable assumptions on the building performance and energy consumption.  

If the modeling software does not have an intuitive user interface or supports a smooth 

workflow, it defeats the purpose of increasing the literacy of energy modeling across designers not 

just the engineering experts, however powerful the tools might be. Different software answers 

different sets of questions. Users are responsible for understanding what they need for where 

they're at in the process and the underlying assumptions associated with the software. Some of the 
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more advanced, complicated tools, such as the WUFI® Passive software, are accurate but 

notoriously detailed. This creates higher chances for human error. Just like a physical model of a 

building, an energy model can be as crude and straightforward as one likes so long as it accounts 

for relevant aspects of the design phase. Using a simplified, streamlined tool designer, particularly 

for early design decisions, could greatly help with design options, save time and money.  
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

State-of-the-art BEM programs gear towards new constructions. Building retrofitting is 

neglected both from a simulation workflow and optimization perspective. There is an extensive 

body of work on improving the BEM workflow for accessibility, yet there is very little 

recommendation on its capacity for retrofit projects. Moreover, existing software provides little 

support for the early architectural design: standard reference is lengthy, model and input need to 

be tempered constantly, while output needs careful expert interpretation. The current linear 

approach of model-simulation-analysis-optimization means poor interoperability, which hinders 

iteration. Without iteration, it is hard for designers to tell what significance each decision has on 

building performance. The conventional workflow of energy modeling shifts designers' attention 

to manipulating the computational process since much time and energy is invested in modeling 

and simulation.  The resulting complexity of the design process makes it inaccessible to non-

programming experts to fully extract environmental parameters. Improving the BEM workflow to 

support early retrofit design can maximize sustainability opportunities for existing buildings 

beyond code compliance. 

2.1   Assessment of State-of-the-art BEM Software 

BEM and building information modeling (BIM) software have made much progress since 

the 1970s. These software, however powerful they may be, do not always straightforwardly 

support designs. The expanding functionality and complexity of these tools end up distracting 

users from the design tasks. Designers' attention has shifted to manipulating the computational 

process since much time and energy is invested in modeling and simulation. The procedures to set 

up, troubleshoot, and run calculations are laborious. This leaves designers little leverage in the 

way feedback is presented and applied. 
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Rhinoceros 3D, released in 1998, has grown into a revolutionary 3D computer graphics 

and computer-aided design application. It was first developed to generate 3D graphics that respond 

to command inputs by users (The History of Rhino [McNeel Wiki], n.d.). In 2007, Grasshopper 

3D was created as a visual programming language that runs within the Rhinoceros 3D 

environment. Programs are created by dragging components onto a canvas, replacing text 

commands. Nonetheless, the disjointed user interface makes it hard to navigate and organize the 

design workflow. Many plug-ins were subsequently developed to enhance Grasshopper's capacity. 

These functions keep flooding into the already heavy inventory of software components. 

Extremely comprehensive and versatile functionality sometimes diminishes efficiency because it 

adds to another challenge to do a quick analysis, which is one of the most crucial things in early 

design stages. 

High-end simulation engines, such as DOE-2.2 and EnergyPlus, required a lot of detailed 

information and time to compute—two things that are in short supply in the early design phases. 

These software predict building performance with a high level of accuracy but lack integration 

with the design model. Detail reports are generated at the end of the simulation with no indication 

of which or how the design and the results are correlated. These barriers prevent a much larger 

market from using the technology to minimize existing buildings' energy use and carbon 

emissions. 
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Figure 2.1 Existing System Diagram 

Typical BEM workflow: Standard publication reference (Energy codes, building codes, 

zoning codes, etc)→ extract and prioritize performance targets → multiple design models (current, 

baseline, proposed) →  export/import across programs-→result generation (summary of 

component performance) -> result analysis → model modification →associated model update→ 

export/import  → compliance report generation → design completion 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1  Research Questions 

The purpose of the research is to develop a building-energy-modeling software to facilitate 

large-scale retrofit projects. 

3.2  Analysis Methods 

3.2.1 Literature Review 

Literature and building modeling frameworks are studied to assess the status quo building 

modeling workflow and determine areas of improvement. The focus is given on an integrated 

usability experience that supports early design.  

3.2.1.1 Standard Analysis 

Building and energy standards relevant to existing buildings over 25,000 square feet are 

examined. These include ASHRAE 90.1-2019 Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise 

Residential Buildings Appendix G, ASHRAE 100-2018 Energy Efficiency in Existing Buildings , 

and ASHRAE 189.1 -2017 Standard for the Design of High-Performance Green Buildings Except 

Low-Rise Residential Buildings. The rationale behind the core requirements is defined for 

facilitating the incorporation of energy targets and compliance approaches into the software.  

3.2.1.2 Software Assessment 

Several popular energy modeling software are assessed, namely Rhino3D-Grasshopper, 

Climate Studio, Design Builder, OpenStudio and Cove Tool. The workflow and functionality of 

these programs is assessed through an energy modeling exercise conducted with these programs. 

An energy modeling exercise on an industrial-office building upgrade project is incorporated in 

the storytelling. Analysis is conducted for the current building’s performance. The energy 

consumption and carbon emission using the Local Law 97 metric. Another model of the same 
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massing and geometry is generated complying with the ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G requirements. 

Subsequent multiple iterations are run to evaluate the sensitivity of each building component and 

the impact of different upgrade interventions, and the performance of a proposed upgraded design 

is compared with the ASHRAE baseline and current building. The design addresses the specific 

challenges that arise from using BEM in large-scale retrofit projects. 

3.2.1.3 UX Design 

A user experience wireframe of the software and detailed frames of major features are 

developed to include the fundamental design that demonstrates the improved BEM workflow and 

integrated functionality. Incorporated in the storytelling is an energy modeling exercise on an 

industrial-office building upgrade project. It illustrates how the software could address the specific 

challenges that arise from using BEM in large-scale retrofit projects.  

3.2.1.4 User Testing (Post-research) 

The framework will be further developed as a whole to include all the functionalities in the 

post-research phase. User testing could be brought in, which include having non-energy-modeling-

expert users to produce a desired, pre-set result of the design of a specific building component, 

once with an existing BEM program, and once with ADORABILIS. The completion time will be 

measured and user satisfaction will be gathered in a survey. 

 

Figure 3.1 Research Procedure 
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3.3  Building Energy Modeling Workflow 

3.3.1 Overview 

As a standard practice, during the preliminary concept design, designers first evaluate the 

climate conditions and topology of the site, and determine macro design options, such as building 

mass, form, orientation with evaluated information. Once they progress to the final concept design, 

smaller-scale studies are made, including geometry, spatial configuration, window-to-wall ratio 

and lifecycle assessment. This is done by running preliminary energy simulations to estimate the 

heating and cooling loads, with the end goal of reducing energy use and capital and operational 

cost. Subsequent design options such as HVAC systems are then incorporated. In the Design 

Development phase, detailed architectural design specifying all characteristics of the envelope, 

openings, construction types, materials, layers, and thermal properties are refined and finalized. A 

complete energy simulation is run to provide a report of building performance prediction. This 

process usually involves different tiers of information transferred to various modeling and analysis 

platforms, most commonly a BIM software such as Revit to a BEM tool such as EnergyPlus. 

A comprehensive overview of procedures attempting to share architectural model data in 

BIM with BEM saves model re-creation time. It speeds up the project design while allowing for 

more design iterations (Farzaneh et al., 2019). The study identifies recommended steps in a BIM 

to BEM procedure, conclusive of different BIM/BEM tools and data exchange formats, with 

different elements required. The process typically starts off with file exchange, where users 

organize elements, assign layers and properties, extract IFC or gbXML files from BIM, and import 

files to BEM. After the information is transferred, users manually integrate, fix and adjust the 

imported model. This step requires precise model verification to ensure proper interactions. 

Definition of IR for each design phase is needed to complete the simulation and provide the basis 
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to define the required level of development. The appropriate level of development is up to the 

judgment of users, which largely depends on the users' knowledge and experience of using specific 

software. This measure is crucial to the accuracy of model integration and limits the potential need 

for cleaning up and simplifications. Most development efforts are made to facilitate this action. 

When the users are confident about the results, they prepare the simulation result documents for 

report, verification, and compliance. What's not included in the map is the analysis and 

interpretation of results, demanding repetition, compilation, and external tools.  

A review by Gao et al. (2019) provides a particular consideration on the maturity of 

building data transformation between building information modeling and building energy 

modeling for building energy simulation processes. It reveals the limitations in the transferring of 

information across software and function. A series of information, including building geometry, 

objects, surfaces, boundaries, thermal properties, space type, thermal zone, internal load, and 

HVAC systems need to be extracted and translated. All these elements might be lost or distorted 

during the process. For instance, with gbXML file exchange, the format can only represent the 

regular shape of building elements (Gourlis & Kovacic, 2017). Preparation of space sets or setting 

up thermal zones on a set of rooms still demands a lot of work and time. HVAC transformation is 

especially immature. Once the transition is completed, users have to re-inspect, input or adjust the 

information manually. In general, the current export file formats only provide a portion of the 

information for energy simulation, and they don't always produce reliable BEM models. The 

reason explained by Hitchcock & Wong (2011) is that BIM and BEM tools use different material 

descriptions and databases, and most current BIM tools do not allow for all of the relevant thermal 

properties to be captured. Recommendations are made on further development to contain and 
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transfer all necessary data for energy simulation. A method could be developed for early designs 

and utilized in the early design stage. 

The majority of papers and reports reviewed focused on technological approaches, while 

only a small percentage covered the design process (Farzaneh et al., 2019). BIM-to-BEM 

interactions during the design process, excluding the reverse workflow in scope. Reviews of 

existing studies show that the design process is generally explored in isolation from technological 

approaches. This is an indication that issues regarding process and technology are rarely addressed 

in conjunction. The authors identified three contributing factors to the gap: (1) The BIM to BEM 

process is far from seamless and calls for better interoperability; (2) The general literacy of both 

aspects is not enough; and (3) Further investigation is have not been encouraged because previous 

studies lack a systematic approach to identify the gap. 

3.3.2 ASHRAE Standard 209 

The value of BEM can be lost when teams boil down requirements to be compliant with 

the LEED rating system and prioritize compliance over performance. ASHRAE Standard 209-

2018 was developed in response to the common practice of using energy modeling late in a project, 

which tends to hinder improvements in building performance. ASHRAE Standard 209-2018 was 

developed to guide stakeholders and designers to the most efficient approaches to energy modeling 

while defining best practices. It is a standard that supports using energy modeling as a design tool 

rather than a code compliance verification. Even though the Standard contains some general 

conditions, it does not require absolute compliance. It can be adapted accordingly to suit each 

project's needs. The Standard was created with high-performance building programs like LEED or 

Green Globes in mind and is recommended for use by architects and owners when defining a 

project's scope of work to guarantee a uniform and practical approach to energy modeling. It builds 
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upon the notion of curating and refining a building energy model from conceptual design all the 

way through post-occupancy. 

The ASHRAE 209-2018 standard consists of general requirements and eleven modeling 

"cycles," which occur at specific points in the development of a building project. These are simple 

box modeling, conceptual design modeling, load reduction modeling, HVAC Selection Modeling, 

Design refinement, design integration and optimization, energy simulation-aided value 

engineering, as-designed energy performance, change orders, as-built energy performance, and 

postoccupancy energy performance comparison (West & Ndiaye, 2019). Seven of the eleven 

cycles relate to the design phase, three to construction, and one to post-occupancy. Modeling goals 

and analysis approaches are unique to each cycle according to the applicable scope, phase, and 

analysis type. The design phase cycles intend to identify the cost implications of most energy 

conservation measures (ECM) recommendations and the feasibility of each proposed ECM. They 

are not engineering-specific nor architecture-specific, and will make suggestions based on what 

makes the most significant impact for the specific building.  

However, this modeling structure is most suitable for new constructions. For existing 

buildings, the sequence needs to be altered in a way that post-occupancy performance should be 

the first information energy modelers gather. The commissioning provides the most robust 

understanding of the building's current conditions, and can directly inform designers what areas 

are most in need of improvement. When modeling for an existing building, project-specific data 

should be used in place of assumptions or simulation software defaults. Therefore, the default 

templates available in many BEM software would be less relevant for identifying problems and 

opportunities. 
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3.3.3 Conventional BEM Process vs BEM for Retrofit Projects 

When BEM is deployed early in the design stage for a new construction, teams usually take 

the following steps: 

1. Create a geometrically simple computer model of a code-compliant base-case building. 

The pre-design phase of the project can include this as soon as the building's preliminary 

architectural requirements are established.  

This type of simple box model modeling is generally unproductive for retrofit projects, 

since details of the building are already known. Instead, designers should focus on getting to know 

the building, its system, operation, occupancy condition, and tenant habits by measuring and 

gathering building performance outcomes. Or a baseline building model based on an authoritative 

reference (e.g., a Department of Energy reference model) can be used to support energy savings. 

Adjustments should be made to reflect the most common building design and operation practices 

in each climate location.  

2. Perform hourly annual simulations of the base-case building to determine annual energy 

loads, energy costs, peak loads, demand charges, hourly profiles for typical days representative of 

the climatic seasons, and occupant comfort. 

Instead of a baseline building, the current building should be modeled comprehensively. 

By meticulously extracting the existing parameters, the modeler could identify the composition of 

the loads by end-use (heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting plug) and by source (window solar 

heat gains, envelope conduction, waste heat from lights and plug loads, etc.) then perform 

simulation with great accuracy. Although the need for the range and levels of detail depends 

specifically on the project's need. 
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3. Use the end-load disaggregation of building energy costs to understand the energy issues 

associated with major functional spaces in the base-case building. Potential architectural solutions 

to energy loads can be derived from this understanding. After optimizing the envelope design, use 

mechanical concepts and strategies to continue minimizing the energy costs without compromising 

the building's functional and comfort requirements. 

The project team's past experience with operations and maintenance (O&M) and retrofit 

measures is a key resource. A list of potential O&M and retrofit measures is identified with specific 

improvements relative to the baseline assumptions. For existing buildings, the possibility for them 

to be architecturally modified diminishes. Material replacement (windows, doors, etc.) and 

addition (insulation, shadings, etc.) is the most common passive solution, and upgrades of 

mechanical systems and addition of renewable energy generation are more straightforward, since 

some building components might have reached the end of their service life and need to be replaced 

nonetheless. Most of the measures affect the interior and exterior lighting, plug and process loads, 

HVAC equipment and control, service hot water system, and building envelope. 

4. Simulate the design alternatives and trade-offs to measure their impact on energy 

performance and comfort compared to the base-case building and to each other. 

Some O&M measures may not result in energy savings, and some building system 

operational faults or degradation cannot be accurately modeled in the simulation program. 

Therefore, not every strategy can be quantified and measured in a simulation program individually. 

Sometimes these can be evaluated as a package to determine the energy savings potential.  

5. Conduct cost/benefit analyses of the various alternatives and trade-offs to understand 

what gives the most return on investment. Each retrofit measure was individually evaluated in 

terms of its energy savings and cost-effectiveness. With the commissioned building from the 
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previous step as the reference, each individual retrofit measure was added to the building model 

to generate a new model for each measure. To control the variables, the new model and the 

reference model have the same hardcoded equipment size and settings such as supply fan 

maximum flow rate, chiller and boiler sizes, and minimum terminal box damper positions. The 

site energy difference between the reference and the new model is regarded as the energy savings 

for that measure. The peak demand savings is the difference in the annual peak demand between 

the reference and the new model. The energy cost difference is the annual energy cost savings. 

These energy cost savings are then used together with the estimated measure implementation cost 

to calculate cost-effectiveness metrics such as simple payback and net present value. After a 

preliminary decision has been made, it is important to reiterate through this process from pre-

design through construction, commissioning and occupancy. After the standard retrofit package 

was determined, its overall energy savings and cost-effectiveness were estimated as a whole in 

comparison with the original baseline. The packaged analysis takes into account the interactions 

between different measures. Hence, the packaged energy savings is not simply the sum of total 

individual measures. 

3.4  Challenges and Potential Solutions of Building Retrofit BEM 

The fundamental starting point of any building retrofit work is knowing the performance 

of the building. Only measured performance confers successful retrofit savings. Benchmarking 

laws (including public disclosure) are critical to understanding actual performance. In some cities, 

measured performance will be required for owners and operations to understand the potential 

impacts of building energy regulations (For instance, LL97 in New York City), and proactively 

avoid potential penalties. Having a good understanding of the climate, the site condition, building 

components, their properties, the operation and tenant activities/schedule is crucial for identifying 
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patterns of inefficiencies and operational stray in the building systems. This requires thorough and 

meticulous commissioning to ensure that all building systems perform interactively according to 

the design intent. It is also important to identify the synergies between different building 

components. A deficiency in one component can result in sub-optimal operation and performance 

among other components and systems. If a commissioning plan was not implemented during 

construction, reviewing utility bills and conducting occupant surveys are good places to start. 

Given the place of BEM in retrofit projects and its potential to serve the energy saving 

throughout building design, construction and occupancy, software developers need to consider two 

aspects that are not only applicable to improving the general literacy of BEM but crucial for 

enhancing BEM’s benefit for retrofit projects beyond code compliance: 

3.4.1      Usability of BEM in Early Design Stages 

From a compliance point of view, the energy model on LEED projects is often the focus 

of design teams. Ultimately, LEED projects are designed to comply with the rating system to earn 

certification. Rather than achieving high-performance buildings, this approach focuses on 

checking boxes. The effects of fenestration, orientation, and massing on mechanical systems are 

often underestimated. Compliance-driven energy modeling often occurs once design development 

is underway (and sometimes even later), meaning that high-impact energy conservation measures 

(ECMs) are no longer in play or cannot be changed. Models are produced no earlier than Design 

Development, which is the current Standard. Because so much of the design is already set, this 

strategy allows the project team to only make minor modifications to the existing design. This 

ineffective method does not give teams the same opportunity to achieve the greatest benefit from 

the energy model.  
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3.4.2 Standards Reference 

In the United States, the reference of building performance standards is predominately 

based on ASHRAE 90.1. The majority of BEM software include only versions of ASHRAE 90.1 

as templates to create baseline models that represent a theoretical version of the building built to 

minimum prescriptive requirements. An initial model of the proposed building is then transformed 

mechanically using a set of rules. Appendix G to Standard 90.1, a baseline fixed at a certain level 

that allows comparisons against buildings of any code version, can be used as a path for 

compliance with the Standard. A few studies have investigated the energy saving impact of 

ASHRAE 90.1. Due to the large number of statistics required to conduct these studies, they are 

primarily completed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) in support of the U.S. 

Department of Energy (DOE) Building Energy Codes Program. They calculate energy and energy 

cost savings compared to previous versions of the Standard or the normative performance on a 

national basis. 

On the one hand, the vigorous research made to sustain ASHRAE 90.1 as an authoritative 

source of reference set a streamlined starting point for engineers and designers. On the other hand, 

it monopolizes the conversation. Literature on the capability to apply other sets of standards 

depending on project goals is extremely limited. This is partially due to the lack of effort dedicated 

to quantifying the efficacy of popular and emerging energy conservation measures, as well as the 

emphasis on new construction in BEM development endeavors. As a result, many relevant 

guidelines, such as ASHRAE 189.1, ASHRAE 100, California Title 24, and the PHIUS+ Passive 

Building Standard, are kept out of consideration. 
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3.4.3 Early Design Stages 

It is an industry consensus that even the tools that are advertised for the early design are 

often used at the later stage by most architects to avoid uncertainty. Updating the model to reflect 

the latest design changes is laborious, and often untimely. This section of the literature review 

provides insight into the general BEM workflow, identifies challenges in adopting BEM in early 

design, and makes recommendations on developing more intuitive BEM tools to encourage early 

and frequent use of the technology. 

3.4.4  “Architect-friendly” 

Previous surveys were capable of identifying general trends and needs in the BEM 

community. However, all these efforts are dispersed and based on individual initiatives without a 

unified consensus-based framework. As a response, Attia (2012) presented a uniform methodology 

to assess and define tools specifications and criteria. With literature review and survey, the study 

outlined primary criteria ("(1) Usability and Information Management (UIM) of interfaces, (2) 

Integration of Intelligent design Knowledge-Base, (3) Accuracy of tools and Ability to simulate 

Detailed and Complex and building Components (AADCC), (4) Interoperability of Building 

Modelling (IBM) and the (5) Integration with Building Design Process (IBDP)") for tools selection 

and evaluation. The survey identified a wide gap between architects' and engineer's priorities and 

tools ranking, and made suggestions for improvement. In Panitz & Garcia-Hansen's (2013) paper, 

tools that are most accessible for architects are those that import a wide variety of files, or can be 

integrated into the current 3d modeling software or package. A pertinent review by Weytjens et al. 

(2012) deplored that despite the available range of tools, most of them do not meet the architects' 

requirements. The authors compare the 'architect-friendliness' of six state-of-the-art simulation 

tools to highlight the architects' requirements for these tools and develop guidelines for researchers 
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and tool developers. One of the major limitations is the poor communication and visualization of 

the output results, which do not assist the architect's decision-making process. The possibility to 

directly construct the building model into the design software considerably enhances the architect-

friendliness of simulation tools and minimizes the interruption to the design process. Integrating 

simulation results and feedback into the design software would further enhance this feature. The 

general demand for a building energy simulation software interface is improved file compatibility 

among various software, capacity for design iterations comparison, more visualization options for 

outputs, and the ability to inform users with factors impacting building performance. 

3.4.5 Interoperability 

Interoperability frequently appears as an important consideration in the literature 

addressing BEM usability in general. It is frequently evaluated in building information modeling 

tools. The seamless transition of data among software tools eliminates the need for duplicate data 

generation. Moon (2011) evaluated the interoperability between a BIM-based model and various 

building performance analysis programs. Most programs showed problems in converting building 

geometry and construction properties. The research of Chen et al. (2018) also revealed several 

interoperability issues between BIM and several existing BES tools.  In his study, Elnabawi (2020) 

examined the accuracy and integrity of BIM-based energy modeling in detail, with experiments 

done with a BIM software and two BEM software. The results suggest that interoperability issues 

can occur in every stage of the model transition between programs, including location and weather 

files, geometry, construction and materials, thermal zones, occupancy operating schedules, and 

HVAC systems, as outlined by Bahar et al. (2013) as major criteria for the evaluation of building 

thermal simulation tools. Even when some information can be easily transferred with a high degree 

of accuracy, and geometric data transfer cannot be validated automatically because there are no 
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guidelines or recommended techniques. Users will need to apply their own strategy, such as visual 

inspection, to identify any errors. The naming convention cannot be preserved once transferred to 

a BEM software, and the user has to re-identified room functions. Some properties of materials, 

occupancy schedule, and building components are also lost in translation. A survey done by 

Gandhi et al. (2015) also found similar demand from building simulation practitioners stating that 

“reduce the time and chance for errors created by repetitively entering the same information into 

multiple simulation tools.”  

Many of these studies provided corresponding solutions to handle these issues. Kumar 

(2008) concluded that it should allow bidirectional update of building information. Programs 

should reflect the changes made in one another.  Maile et al. (2007) recommended that to ensure 

practical use of these tools, data integrity and an intuitive interface are critical. In order to achieve 

faster and more reliable simulation of energy performance, effective data exchange and software 

interfaces are crucial due to the volume of input data and the availability of 3D geometry models. 

Welch et al. (2016) developed an apropos BIM workflow to smoothly transfer data between 

different software platforms and facilitate energy modeling iteratively. The workflow requires an 

external application and a web-based database to export and synchronize Revit model geometry 

and parameters into an eQUEST file. While the workflows presented here demonstrate great value 

in a relatively smooth integration of information between platforms, allowing all design team 

members to participate in managing program and energy model information, multiple third-party 

applications are involved, inevitably breaking the model-simulation flow. 

Over the years, scholars such as Garcia and Zhu (2015), Kim and Anderson (2013), Lam 

(2012), and Hetherington (2011) have also developed new methodologies to alter the linear design-

simulation approach. The improved hierarchy produces energy estimates from a BIM model 
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expeditiously. It improves interoperability between the simulation engine and BIM software, 

rectifying the overall geometric and material misrepresentations inherent to the current information 

exchange process. 

3.4.6 Feedback Time 

The study by Jones & Reinhart (2019) shows how different the design results are when 

designers are given a super-fast tool that's real-time. Students who got immediate simulation 

results not only saved the difference in simulation time, but they also noticed that having the 

simulation be a dynamic process put their minds in a completely different frame of mind. The 

results were considerably closer to the optimum Pareto front than the group with real-time 

simulation tools in the group without. They also reported a higher level of satisfaction with the 

design task and increased confidence in design performance. Even though the speed of analysis 

has been demonstrated to have a crucial impact on the design and utilization of simulation 

software, limited literature has systematically studied or quantified the feedback time of different 

BEM tools. This is presumably due to hardware factors, which are hard to access. This issue also 

takes more effort and time to improve upon because it requires a change in the algorithm of the 

analysis engine, while preserving the complexity and accuracy necessary.  

3.4.7 Result Interpretation 

In their study of thermal performance simulation, Bleil De Souza & Knight (2007) 

recognize the challenges in finding appropriate criteria directly related to design actions to evaluate 

performance and effectively relate design decisions to simulation results. They proposed a 

framework that operates within an integrated dynamic system in which outputs, performance 

goals, optimization, and controls are dealt with at the level of the building envelope response 

instead of the overall building response. Even though there have been some efforts on bringing 
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result interpretation and integration into a simulation program, the research community largely 

neglected the construction simulation analysis framework. Reinhart et al. (2012) report an in-class 

experiment that supports the fact that building performance simulation research has focused nearly 

exclusively on modeling physical phenomena in greater detail while neglecting how data from 

those models can be used to directly inform design. The situation calls for a systematic groundwork 

shared by architecture professionals to effectively use simulations to influence design choices. 

Beausoleil-Morrison (2019) also points out that users are responsible for understanding the 

underlying assumption of the programs they use. This argument is supported by Bambardekar & 

Poerschke (2009) when they investigated ways to better inform architects about energy simulation, 

chiefly by establishing design inquiries (asking the right questions) to yield adequate decision 

support. A framework was developed to correlate simulation tasks with the performance 

parameters, making it easier to evaluate architectural elements and their implications. 

3.5  Standard Reference 

3.5.1 Importance of a Baseline Comparison 

After site and climate assessment are conducted, it is important to establish a performance 

baseline. A baseline is a starting place for setting energy efficiency improvement goals and 

comparing current performance with future efforts. It helps to understand how operating costs are 

affected by energy expenditures. Especially in energy retrofitting, the baseline model is an 

essential prediction for energy savings (Lei & Hu, 2009). Because well-developed standards are 

on continuous maintenance based on rapid changes in energy technology and energy prices. They 

go through rigorous scientific research and testing by experts. They are a benchmark for building 

energy codes in the region. Reports are periodically developed and published to document the 

approach and methodologies for evaluating the energy saving achieved from the use of 
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ASHRAE/IES Standard 90.1. Specifically, these reports provide "Progress Indicator process and 

methodology, EnergyPlus simulation framework, prototype model descriptions'' (Thornton et al., 

2011), including reviews of hundreds of addenda for quantitative analysis. Each addendum is 

thoroughly discussed, and their impacts are identified. In the Standard 90.1 Determination of 

Energy Savings Analysis, the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory conducted qualitative 

analysis, which "identifies all the changes made to the previous edition of Standard 90.1 and 

categorizes the changes as having a positive, negative, or neutral impact on energy efficiency in 

commercial buildings", and quantitative analysis, which "uses the results of the qualitative analysis 

to identify which changes should be incorporated into the building simulation models to estimate 

the energy impact resulting from the changes to Standard 90.1" (Halverson et al., 2014), in a 

determination of energy savings for an updated Standard 90.1. These offer a starting point to 

estimate current energy consumption and promising interventions without having to study specific 

buildings in-depth. Such standards are also used to investigate and verify energy savings of design 

interventions across different climate zones and project types.  

3.5.2 Standards Incorporation in Software 

Many building performance standards and incentives, such as ASHRAE and LEED, are 

moving or already have moved away from setting improvement goals based on the cost to other 

performance metrics such as Energy Use Intensity (EUI) and greenhouse gas emissions. The 

requirement therefore is not as readily understood by engineers, architects, building owners, 

executives, accountants, and occupants, as not everyone has a frame of reference for energy units. 

This shift makes it more imperative that software provide a direct indication of compliance status. 

Green building rating systems such as LEED emphasize percentage improvement over 

ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1. Not only does this serve as a basis for the achievement of 
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many credit categories in building energy performance, but it is also a prerequisite for the 

certification (USGBC). See et al. (2011) recognized that using carefully chosen defaults leads to 

minimal user input during system selection. In their design, the EnergyPlus Building Simulation 

Program includes templates for the eight LEED baseline systems, templates for all the baseline 

systems defined in the ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and California Title 24 compliance and rating 

procedures.  

3.6  Summary 

The literature review on BEM workflow presents opportunities and challenges of BEM. It 

brings to light the cumbersome workflow, the inadequacy in accommodating retrofit projects, and 

the lack of an integrated platform for standard reference. 

There has been a lot of effort to develop a workflow framework to make the BIM-BEM 

effort more seamless and iterative. The fact that so many scholars identify such a need indicates 

that the technology and the design itself are not considerate enough to include more users or a 

better user experience. The literature reveals that few tools support the early architectural design 

process; input quality affects accuracy, while output needs careful expert interpretation. Many 

scholars point out that the current, linear approach of model-simulation-analysis-optimization 

means the poor interoperability inhibits iterative design practices. Major opportunities reside in 

bringing design models and the visualization of simulation results into the simulation software. A 

BEM program that clarifies its applicability, modeling limitations, and default methods and data 

can guide users to interpret and scrutinize their results. The criteria established for an easy-to-use, 

democratized simulation software are consistent.  

Taking up the issue of disrupted workflow, three key features are suggested by literature 

in this discipline: 1) The ability to move iteratively between sketch to detailed design, between 
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simulation and analysis to explore different approaches for the building form and construction. 

The transfer of models from the front-end design tools to analysis engines must become uniform, 

seamless and accessible in exporting 3D data with integrated energy data without altering the 

underlying architectural model. A single model should be used for performance analysis in design, 

renderings, BIM construction models, post-occupancy evaluation, operations and maintenance, 

and performance verification; 2) the definition and measurement of energy targets at each stage of 

the building design process. Both near real-time feedback and an interface to reflect the evaluation 

are needed to enable an iterative operation. To speed up analysis from a user interface perspective, 

possible solutions can be found in compromised levels of details. The software can reduce steps 

required to obtain the result by only presenting the most relevant information for fast, preliminary 

decisions, while giving users customization freedom should they feel the need; and 3) the 

integration of an advisory system linked to energy targets to support decision making. This is 

backed by an architect-centered design of BEM tools. Such tools require an intuitive graphic 

interface, easy exchange of information across platforms, a level of detail matching each stage of 

design,  hand-in-hand with the design process, indication of parameter sensitivity, quick generation 

of outcome, and graphic output.  

Even though there is an extensive body of work on improving the BEM workflow for 

accessibility, strategies to incorporate BEM procedures for retrofit projects are rarely mentioned. 

This reveals a lack of consideration given in software development to accommodate building 

renovation and upgrade as a way to address sustainability. The entire design and construction 

industry is focused on new constructions. However, new buildings represent a very small 

percentage of the full building portfolio. Discussion about ways to display energy goals in the 
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software is absent, although many have identified such a need. Few papers address the required 

energy targets by energy regulations and ways to achieve them within the simulation process.  

It is imperative that building energy regulations are studied to understand how these city 

and state-wide policies interrelate and how they work together to support the Green New Deal. 

Only after knowing the mechanism of these regulations can we understand how these codes inform 

design in parallel. Analyzing building energy policies helps inform the design to incorporate these 

legislation requirements in a BEM software.
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4. BUILDING ENERGY CODES AND STANDARDS ANALYSIS 

This section investigates the significance of the requirements in various building energy 

standards - the reasons for regulating a building in this specific way and the advantages of adopting 

the recommended best practices. Standards analyzed are: 

ASHRAE 90.1 - the foundation  

Most of the standards for buildings except low-rise residential buildings are built upon 

Standard 90.1. Its total focus on reducing building energy consumption makes it the cornerstone. 

Over three decades, the standard has been a benchmark for constructing commercial buildings that 

are energy efficient. 

ASHRAE 189.1 - a more stringent extension of 90.1 

The scope of Standard 189.1 is more expansive than 90.1 to create a totally sustainable 

building. In Standard 189.1, the goal is not just energy efficiency, but also a balance of 

environmental responsibility, resource efficiency, occupant comfort and well-being, community 

sensitivity, and responsible development. 

ASHRAE 100 - most applicable to building retrofit and renovation projects. 

This standard sets the bar for energy use limit. Any new addition to the existing building 

should comply with the requirements set in 90.1. 

Local Law 97 series 

Climate Mobilization Act focuses on the repeal of Local Law 97, the city's first emissions-

control law. It takes a step back from the itemized requirements as ways to achieve energy 

reduction, and devotes the efforts to greenhouse gas emissions. Several other laws are included in 

the Climate Mobilization Act in addition to Local Law 97, and they are designed to move New 

York City's buildings towards 80 x 50 goals, including: 
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Local Laws 92 & 94 - Green Roofs & Solar PV: Some new construction and renovation 

projects must include green roofs and solar PV systems. 

Local Law 95 - Building Labeling: Redefining metrics used for assessing energy 

performance. 

Local Law 96 - PACE: Easing building owners' access to clean energy financing 

Local Law 98 - Wind Energy: Mandatory inclusion of wind energy generation within the 

Department of Building's toolbox of renewable technologies. 

Local Law 48 - A law to bring the Energy Conservation Code of the City of New York into 

accordance with the 2020 Energy Conservation Construction Code of New York State (2020 

ECCCNYS), which is based on the 2018 edition of the International Energy Conversation Code 

and ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2016, and also aligns with the New York State Energy Research and 

Development Authority (NYSERDA) NYStretch Energy Code-2020. 

4.1  ASHRAE 90.1-2019  

One major code compliance path relies on BEM. The most important step is creating a 

building model to represent a theoretical version that meets minimal normative requirements. 

ASHRAE Standard 90.1 Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings is 

the common framework for a baseline model. It is an ANSI-approved, consensus-based standard 

that establishes minimum energy efficiency requirements for buildings and building components. 

It includes provisions for: 

● The building envelope 

● HVAC systems 

● Power and lighting systems 

● Service water heating 
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● Process loads 

● electrical motors and transformers 

● Whole-building energy performance 

There are two methods of establishing baselines, “Energy Cost Budget” and “Performance 

Rating Method,” the latter commonly known as Appendix G. Green certification is based on 

baseline-driven performance rating. Some financial incentives for energy efficiency are based on 

similar calculations. The requirements set are by no means arbitrary - all items are evaluated for 

cost-effectiveness. The standard, including the prescribed set of financial criteria, is updated every 

three years to reflect the changes in technology and the environment. 

4.1.1 Working with the Environment 

To make the standard applicable to different geographical locations, requirements are 

regionalized by climate zone. This principle emphasizes Bioclimatic design, an approach to 

designing buildings and landscapes based on the local climate. Bioclimatic design means 

understanding the microclimate of a building and taking steps to create comfort in the building by 

including natural ventilation, daylighting, and passive heating and cooling methods. By using 

bioclimatic design, buildings can maximize natural ventilation, heating, and cooling, and make use 

of daylighting in response to local weather conditions. Envelope performance is given significant 

weight in the standard.  

4.1.1.1 ASHRAE Standard 169-2013 

In the latest version of the Climate Data for Building Design Standards, climate maps 

worldwide are updated based on compiled weather data of the last 30 years. Standard 90.1 includes 

many criteria that are determined by climate zone, including envelope insulation and many HVAC 

requirements, so this can have a significant impact. .  
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4.1.2 Project Types 

ASHRAE 90.1-2019 offers two methods of compliance. The Simplified Building Method 

applies to buildings under 25,000square feet, while buildings over this size should comply with 

the Space-by-space Method. The requirements differ depending on the building's use in 

recognition of the various needs in context.  

4.1.3 Envelope 

4.1.3.1 Airtightness 

The airtightness of a building is addressed by either a  prescriptive continuous air barrier 

design and installation or whole-building air-leakage testing. With the limit of ≤0.4 cfm/sq ft of 

envelope, this is better performance than studies of large numbers of buildings have measured 

(e.g., "Airtightness of Commercial and Institutional Buildings: Blowing Holes in the Myth of Tight 

Buildings," by Emmerich & Persily (2005) ) (~1.5 cfm/sq ft in this reference), and "normal" or 

sloppy construction will not pass this test. A leakage limit of 0.6 cfm/sq ft must be achieved if the 

building fails. The envelope must be searched and sealed for leaks but not deconstructed unless 

leakage remains greater than 0.6 cfm/sq ft after that. A compromise of 0.6 cfm/square ft was set 

as the fallback threshold for the new provision.. 

4.1.3.2 Insulation & Fenestration 

Insulation of buildings is indicated as R-value of opaque materials and U-value of 

fenestration. U-factors of windows are progressively lowered with each update. The u-value limit 

is determined by climate zones and types of window - fixed and operable.  Extreme climates need 

better insulation. Given that operable windows would result in more opening and heat loss, the u-

factor criteria are about 30% higher. 
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Figure 4.1 U-factor Requirements in ASHRAE 2016 vs 2019 Version 

Orientation is a factor for the specifications of solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC), fully 

considering the sun position in the northern hemisphere. For example, the SHGC requirement is 

different for windows at the south and north facades. 

It is worth pointing out that as a general principle, the standard tries to avoid limiting design 

possibilities or stifling creativity. Though there have been few direct attacks on window areas, 

there continues to be indirect pressure in the window area: Everything in the building is tightened 

up (HVAC, lighting, DHW, etc.). As a result, there are fewer options that can be used to trade off 

to increase the glazing area. High-performance products are pushed to help meet these 

requirements in highly glazed buildings. 

4.1.4 Lighting 

The first baseline building requirement for the energy use of systems in the project is in 

lighting systems. ASHRAE Standard 90.1 has specific requirements for different types of spaces. 

The targets for lighting are set in terms of lighting-power density (LPD) limits. They are primarily 

based on the efficacy and availability of light sources. The lighting model is constantly updated to 

be more representative of real-world conditions. The 2019 update includes updated Illuminating 

Energy Society (IES) recommendations, room cavity ratios, additional surface reflectance 
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categories, light loss factors, and a 100 percent LED technology baseline with updated efficacy 

values, reflecting the rising popularity of using LED fixtures as a norm.  

The provisions also stress the control of lighting systems, such as automatic shutoff, local 

manual control, bi-level control, partial-OFF lighting in stairwells and corridors, and daylight-

responsive dimming in retail buildings. On top of improving fixture performance with advanced 

technology, it encourages the conservation of electricity from the root to reduce unnecessary 

consumption.  

4.1.5 Mechanical 

Equipment efficiency is the primary focus of this part. Integrated energy efficiency ratio 

(IEER) minimum ratings, expressed in coefficient of performance (COP), is now required for most 

direct expansion commercial air conditioning equipment efficiency. Similar to lighting, scheduling 

and control play a key part. Automatic temperature setpoints and equipment on/off are required in 

some building types. Rules for modeling the impact of automatic receptacle controls have been 

added. It also takes considerable measures to ensure projects do not only do the bare minimum for 

the sake of obtaining approval, but actually improve buildings' performance. The 2016 edition 

replaced the phrase "must be capable of" with "must be capable of and configured to automatically" 

when referring to the direct digital control system. The intent is to avoid the project installing the 

required equipment without operating with the intended features.  

Commissioning is one of the most important steps in achieving energy efficiency. 

Recognizing its impact, “Commissioning requirements” were added to the 2019 standard, and a 

new Informative Appendix H, “Additional Guidance for Verification, Testing, and 

Commissioning.”. Because Standard 90.1 only regulates a building through design and 

construction, it would not be within the scope of the standard to require some operational 
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efficiency, but providing the monitoring capabilities ensures that building operators will have a 

simple way to verify the performance of the building components. Since the project design  is 

concerned with the early design prospects, commissioning is not within the scope of this analysis. 

4.1.6 Cost Effectiveness 

Regardless of the minimum code in force, compliance with the latest version of ASHRAE 

90.1 will save energy, and each change must meet the cost-effectiveness criteria based on standard 

engineering economics using a "scalar" method described in this document. 

End goal 

The majority of the provisions are set to limit the EUI by regulating the energy use of 

building components. Further concerns include daylight availability and thermal comfort. Eighty-

eight addenda were incorporated in the 2019 version of 90.1. These updates affect commissioning, 

building envelope, lighting and mechanical systems. Of those, 29 had energy savings which could 

be captured in the over 600 energy models created by the U.S. Department of Energy to determine 

energy saving impacts. According to Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, the normalized 

energy use in ASHRAE 90.1 -2016 decreased by 52% compared to the 1975 version (Liu et al., 

2018). 

4.2 ASHRAE 189.1-2018  

Published by ASHRAE in conjunction with Illuminating Engineering Society and the U.S. 

Green Building Council, Standard 189.1 Standard for the Design of High-Performance, Green 

Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings became the first green building code in the 

United States. The initiative was created in response to the increasing awareness of green rating 

systems, which led to the demand for green standards and codes. ASHRAE Standard 189.1 

provides the technical basis of mandatory building codes for high-performance green buildings. It 
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addresses a broader scope of the built environment beyond energy-related matters such as 

sustainable site development, energy efficiency, water efficiency, materials selection, indoor 

environmental quality, and project/environmental management and emissions. Similar to Standard 

90.1, most sections include mandatory provisions, prescriptive, and performance-based options. 

The energy requirements are increased or stricter than the correspondent requirements contained 

in ASHRAE Standard 90.1. Notable mandatory requirements allocate space and pathways for the 

future installation of renewable-energy systems, such as photovoltaic (PV) systems, and 

monitoring energy use for specific energy sources. Like 90.1, it specifies the requirements for 

energy efficiency in buildings and appliances, on-site renewable energy systems, and energy 

measurement. These mandatory provisions apply to new buildings and systems, and new portions 

of buildings and systems. However, 189.1 puts direct emphasis on sustainability from a broader 

perspective, with provisions that deal with heat island effect, light pollution, indoor environmental 

quality, and water consumption. It sets requirements for performance or lists specific equipment 

requirements, but does not specify exact design and implementation methods to allow for design 

freedom. 

The prescriptive path builds upon 90.1, with requirements for annual renewable energy, 

approximately 10% more stringent than ASHRAE 90.1 for building envelope, HVAC systems 

including heat recovery, insulation, equipment performance, lighting in terms of controls, power 

density and daylighting, and appliance efficiency. Whether the prescriptive or performance path is 

chosen, building performance is evaluated through annual energy cost, carbon dioxide equivalent 

and peak electrical demand, straightforwardly relating the building operation with sustainability. 

This puts a significant demand on energy modeling practitioners. In addition to Standard 90.1, 

Standard 189.1 also adopts provisions in Standard 55, 62.1, and 170 with modifications. Standard 
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189.1 also powers the latest version of the International Green Construction Code (IgCC 2018). 

Starting with the 2018 edition, IgCC directly inserted the content of Standard 189.1-2017 as its 

base code language. Even though Standard 189.1 is not adopted by some local jurisdictions, it is 

an indication of future industry trends. 

4.2.1 Envelope 

Standard 189.1 covers the same areas that Standard 90.1 does, but the requirements are 

much more stringent. For infiltration, the standard requires a continuous air barrier to minimize all 

unwanted outside air coming in. The higher R-values required will correspond to greater resistance 

to heat transfer through the envelope, effectively reducing the load. After meeting certain 

requirements for materials used in the construction of the building, the entire envelope must have 

an air leakage rate of no more than 0.4 cfm/sf. The standard does not differentiate between 

exposures. All windows and doors are allowed a maximum U-factor of 0.45 and a maximum solar 

heat gain coefficient of 0.35.  However, another mechanism further reduces load from solar gain 

from the east and west exposures. Calculations show that solar heat gain coefficient for the east 

and west exposures must be reduced from the maximum of 0.35 to a new value of 0.25, for both 

windows and doors (Blush, 2010). The skylight U-factor is set at a maximum of 0.69, and the solar 

heat gain coefficient is 0.32. The total skylight area is unchanged from ASHRAE Standard 189.1 

to the baseline building. 

4.2.2 Dedicated Outdoor Air Systems (DOAS) 

HVAC systems are the largest consumers of building energy. To realize high-performance 

green buildings,189.1 starts with improving HVAC – centering on ventilation – efficiency.  The 

exhaust airstream can be reused to precondition fresh and filtered outdoor air coming inside by 

reusing otherwise wasteful total energy (heat and humidity). Through this process, indoor air 
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quality (IAQ) is improved, energy consumption is decreased, equipment is downsized, and HVAC 

ventilation loads are reduced by up to 70%. Recognizing the unique ability of DOAS to enhance 

IAQ while reducing energy use, ASHRAE 189.1rigorously requires the systems.  

4.2.3 Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) 

The previous requirement works in conjunction with another key component of Standard 

189.1, establishing a cleaner and healthier indoor environment. The section on IEQ sets 

requirements for the following areas: outdoor airflow, tobacco smoke control, outdoor-air 

monitoring, filtration and air cleaning, daylighting, thermal comfort, acoustics and vibration. The 

ventilation rates requirement recognizes buildings as a source of indoor air pollutants, and accounts 

for ventilation efficiency. Building pressure, venting and exhaust requirements all supersede 

ASHRAE 62.1-2019 Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality. 

The standard also addresses the building's impact on the atmosphere from a materials and 

resources perspective, which is absent in Standard 90.1. Construction waste management, life 

cycle analysis and IAQ construction management plan are all parts of the regulated items. 

4.2.4 Compliance 

As an alternative to the prescriptive method, designers may choose to comply with the 

standard by meeting all mandatory requirements and simulating building performance 

(performance-option requirements). Standard 90.1 Appendix G Performance Rating Method 

(PRM) provides the simulation basis to compare the proposed building performance to the baseline 

building performance. Standard 189.1 simulation provisions exceed the Standard 90.1 Appendix 

G baseline. There are two options available: Option A (Standard 90.1 Appendix G alone) and 

Option B (a version of Appendix G, modified by Standard 189.1 Appendix C). Both options use 

two performance measures - annual energy cost and annual carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) - to 
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demonstrate compliance. Based on building type, a percentage reduction is then applied using 

Table 7.5.2A to obtain the Standard 189.1 baseline building performance. The energy performance 

of the simulated proposed building must be equal to or less than baseline building performance. 

Performance Option B is based on Standard 189.1 Appendix C, which modifies Standard 90.1 

Appendix G. Since Option A does not include simulation for renewables at all, Appendix C 

explains how the renewables must be calculated to obtain Standard 189.1 baseline building 

performance. There are no modifications to other performance simulation methods. 

4.2.5 ASHRAE 100 Energy Efficiency in Existing Buildings 

Over 95% of buildings that will be in operation 10 years from now are already built - the 

key to a national and cultural improvement in energy and water use is increased efficiencies within 

existing buildings. They are where our greatest opportunity to reduce energy consumption and 

provide for a sustainable future lie. This section explores ASHRAE 100, which is aimed directly 

at those improvements and standards required to improve resource efficiencies within existing 

building stock. 

ASHRAE 100 shares many fundamental principles with ASHRAE 90.1. It is driven by 

EUI, and requirements are based on climate zone and project type. Compared to 90.1, it is more 

aligned to the philosophy of performance-based standards and integrated design- what matters is 

the overall building performance, not how one gets there. Projects are in compliance if the baseline 

model meets the EUI targets. Only when they exceed the maximum intensity allowed would they 

have to complete an energy audit and a series of EEMs implementation. Projects other than small 

residential buildings should refer to O&M 4.2.1 and Energy Management Plan 4.2.2. Calculate the 

measure EUI from utility bills and check for target compliance. For any new addition, such as 

equipment replacement, the minimum standards are equal to ASHRAE Standard 90.1. 
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4.2.6 ANNEX E  

Although not part of the standard, the informative annex E is a considerate list of energy 

efficiency measures (EEMs)that can be applied to enable buildings to meet the set energy targets. 

These are common best practices with the potential to improve building performance. Note that 

the list is not comprehensive, and the standard encourages owners to adopt EEMs not mentioned 

in the list. Some measures, such as demand response/control, may save energy as an incidental 

side benefit. Other measures may result in an extension of the capacity of given infrastructure 

systems and/or the ability for energy efficiency to defer or eliminate the need for plant expansion. 

4.3 Local Law 97 

In New York City, 71% of greenhouse gas emissions are from buildings. The City Council 

passed legislation to improve energy efficiency and cut greenhouse gas emissions associated with 

certain buildings. New York City Council passed the Climate Mobilization Act (CMA) on April 

18, aligning the legislation with New York's Climate Action Plan. The legislative package includes 

bills that: Require an assessment of the feasibility of replacing the City's gas-fired power plants 

with battery storage powered by renewable energy sources; Roofs of certain smaller new 

residential buildings and non-residential buildings will be equipped with a solar photovoltaic 

system or a green roof, and establishes emissions caps for buildings over 25,000 square feet. This 

bill also establishes the Office of Building Energy and Emissions Performance (Climate 

Mobilization Act, 2019). 

The portion of the Green New Deal that impacts building owners most directly, Intro 1253, 

is a complex law that creates carbon emissions limits for most buildings over 25,000 square feet 

and alternative compliance paths for certain types of buildings. On May 18, Intro 1253 was passed 

into law as Local Law 97 of 2019 (LL97). For office buildings, the carbon limit in 2024 will be 
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8.46 kgCO2/sf, and 4.53kgCO2/sf from 2030 onward, almost half of the 2024 limit. It will reduce 

building-based emissions by 40% from 2005 levels by 2030. It will affect over 57,000 buildings 

across the City. 

The City is required to clarify the requirements for future compliance periods through 2050 

under LL97's initial compliance periods of 2024-2029 and 2030-2034. Buildings that do not 

comply with the rules face steep fines. Carbon footprints over the limit are subject to a charge of 

$268 per metric ton per year.  Furthermore, there are penalties for those who do not submit a report 

or submit a false report. 

It is complicated to measure the carbon intensity of buildings. By May 1, 2019, Energy 

Star benchmarking data for all buildings over 25,000 square feet must be submitted for Local Law 

84 compliance. For building owners, Energy Star Portfolio Manager is a good place to start. The 

City makes the tool available to building owners to submit their energy data for LL84, and it can 

convert energy consumption into carbon emissions. However, the emissions displayed in Energy 

Star are slightly different from how they will be measured by Local Law 97. Emission intensity 

limits for 2024 and 2030 are intended to impact the low-carbon emitters in the top 20% and the 

lowest-carbon emitters in the top 75%. According to statistics, the average building will meet the 

2024 regulations, but will need to cut emissions to meet the stricter 2030 rules.  Yet, building 

owners cannot afford to wait ten years before they start doing anything.  A building owner should 

start planning for compliance early, even if the building is slated to be sold before 2030. Even if 

you plan on selling before 2030, buyers will start to factor in the cost of complying with emissions 

limits. 

To ensure implementation, LL97 also amends Chapter 26 (Department of Buildings) of the 

NYC Charter by adding Section 651. The new Section 651 creates an office of building energy 
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and emissions performance within the NYC Department of Buildings (DOB), charged with 

"overseeing implementation of building energy and emissions performance laws and policies for 

existing buildings, new construction and major renovations; establishing or administering 

protocols for assessing annual energy use in buildings; monitoring buildings' energy use and 

emissions, and reviewing building emissions assessment methodologies, building emissions limits, 

goals and timeframes…; receiving and validating annual building emissions assessments; auditing 

building emissions assessments and inspecting covered buildings, as necessary, to ensure proper 

reporting; determining recommended penalties, including minimum penalties, for buildings that 

are noncompliant with applicable emissions limits…" along with other LL97-related duties 

(LL97). Additionally, LL97 amends the NYC Administrative Code by, among other things, 

appending Articles 320 and 321 to Chapter 3 (Maintenance of Buildings) of Title 28 (New York 

City Construction Codes), which establish emission limits based on building types and time period, 

calculations for emissions from conventional energy sources, rulemaking authority for the 

calculations of nonconventional energy sources as well as emission limits, deductions for using 

alternative energy sources, disclosing requirements for covered buildings, mandatory ECMs for 

certain noncompliant buildings, and penalties for noncompliant building owners. 

With CMA, carbon is becoming a new performance metric, influencing return on 

investment economics, technology choices, and retrofit project motivations, costs, and benefits. 

Carbon reductions will be a different lens to look through than energy cost. The new energy targets 

change the building ROI considerations and retrofit economics because project paybacks shorten 

when hefty potential penalties are considered. .  
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4.4 Summary 

As energy performance continues to improve, ASHRAE Standard 90.1 continues to 

advance in response to changing industry needs. Building owners receive significant value from 

implementing this standard or following building codes that incorporate the standard as a guide. 

In the built environment, the principles of ASHRAE Standard 90.1 and industry trends such as 

integrated design, human performance impacts, and post-occupancy evaluation set the foundation 

for energy optimization. They strive to advocate for measures that reflect state-of-the-art 

technologies to encourage the early integration of architecture and MEP engineering, while 

preserving design flexibility. Standard 189.1 builds upon Standard 90.1 because of its total focus 

on reducing building energy consumption. Standard 189.1 goes even further than Standard 90.1 

and is broader in scope with the goal of creating a completely sustainable building. ADORABILIS 

aims to reflect the intention of these requirements and help projects get further on this path. The 

embedding standards interpretation into BEM is demonstrated in the proposed design. 
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5. PROPOSED DESIGN 

The central element of the design is the improved interoperability to make it possible for 

frequent iteration. The new tool integrates different tiers of functionality into one single platform, 

which can be integrated into major BIM software. It has three levels of engagement, all done in 

the same design environment. The setup step allows users to situate their project, the construction 

and component analysis provides real-time feedback and parametric study of design interventions 

without having to repeat the simulation. After the performance analysis, the software can take the 

parameters analyzed at previous steps into account to generate design suggestions. The goal is to 

have something that goes hand in hand with their building design software, so they would not have 

to jump back and forth for reference, design, analysis, calculation, and optimization. Two major 

areas of improvement for an integrated experience: Automation and Intelligent Analysis.  

 

Figure 5.1 Proposed System Diagram 
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5.1 Main User Requirements 

The main user requirements include: 

● Compatibility with BIM software for instant connection with the building geometry 

● Automatic generation of relevant energy standards and codes, zoning regulations, and 

climate conditions 

● Customizable templates and libraries for constructions, systems, and schedules that can 

be managed at the user, company, and community levels  

● Seamless movement between geometry creation and alteration, components set up, 

analysis parameters 

● Real-time update of result display upon the change of above-mentioned elements for 

clear visualization of different design alternatives 

● Multiple types of Zone Groups to facilitate the management of large models 

● Calculation of the benefits of retrofit measures  

The user interface functional specification consists of a series of screen mockups that 

illustrate how the UI should work, as well as a narrative that defines the UI elements, such as 
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drop-down menus and data entry fields, and the response to all the possible user actions. 

 

Figure 5.2 Components of GUI 

The standard screen layout used for a majority of the interface screens is composed of a 

building geometry wireframe or rendering in the left pane, which can also display relevant analysis 

visualization when commanded, the parameters set up in the upper right, and results visualization 

and summary in the lower right. 

Menu 

The GUI uses the ‘ribbon’ menu standard, with tabs at the top level of the page. It 

corresponds directly to the common workflow in early design stages: Site conditions (Climate, 

Daylight, Standards, Zoning) → Construction (Whole Building, Occupancy, Set Points, 

Construction, Opening, Lighting, Equipment, HVAC, Renewables) and the option to move back 

and forth without losing information already defined and kept. 

Building Geometry 
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This component displays the building geometry users drew directly in the BIM software or 

imported from elsewhere. The creation and importation of building models depend on the BIM 

software connected. Changes to the model geometry can be made directly. Analysis layers selected 

by users or by the software are indicated by color. Maps and zoning information also appear in 

this space. It also visualizes analysis results related to spatial analysis (e.g., daylighting analysis) 

is selected. 

Analysis Parameters 

Drop-down menus, options, and slide bars allow the user to define the analysis period, 

select/add/delete materials and component properties for the software to analyze. The software has 

built in templates and libraries for users to choose a default set of parameters, and a pop-up page 

for customization of existing and new components.  

Templates and Libraries 

The software will display local energy standards and codes, zoning regulations, materials, 

MEP systems, equipment, schedules, and other building operation options relevant to the project 

type, location, and analysis needs. Given that the aim is for the software to be an open-source 

platform, users will be able to download updated versions of templates and libraries from 

supported websites. In the preliminary design, the set of templates will include:  

(1) Standards templates, containing ASHRAE 90.1, 100 and 189.1 baseline models and 

local energy codes; (2)Envelope templates, including materials and constructions details for 

common combinations of exterior wall, partition, floor, and ceiling assemblies; (3) Operation 

templates: schedules of occupancy, thermostat set-points, lighting power density and internal 

loads; and (4) HVAC equipment templates: each template specifies a common HVAC subsystem 

loop - air, chilled water, hot water or refrigeration (See et al., 2011).  
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Simulation and Results Management  

The GUI should support preventive measures, where incomplete or erroneous inputs are 

detected and reported to users before simulation can start running.  

The first feature of the GUI results management framework is that the display will 

immediately reflect actions made to the building model and analysis parameters. It allows users to 

assess performance at the whole building or component levels, both in a standalone manner and in 

comparison with alternative solutions, and whether it meets selected design goals. Results 

visualization is the second capability set. The user is given the ability to see detailed output at each 

level interactively. Further investigation is enabled by a designated database where a manageable 

set of variables are stored. Types of output graphics include spatial rendering, bar charts, and radar 

charts. Results can be compared between different design options. Users can use the results 

templates to create their own customized templates for future use or can use the expert mode to 

create their own templates and save them. Types of visualization can be selected and customized. 

The filters on the output variable table are used to set up a relevant set for investigation based on 

the choices made for the components, zones, or combinations. The overall objective is to minimize 

the amount of time and effort an individual must spend on navigation in order to compare results 

with the aid of quick visualization. 

. 
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5.2 Description of Design Challenges and Solutions 

5.2.1 Standard Reference 

5.2.1.1 Challenge: Outdated and Limited Library 

A project needs to comply with various codes and standards. For example, in New York 

City, depending on building types, project owners might need to comply with some, all or more of 

the following codes: 

Building Code 

New York City Energy Conservation Code 

Local Law 048 of 2020 (Intro No. 1816-A) 

Local Law 33, 48, 92, 94, 95, 96, 97 

ASHRAE 90.1, 62.1, 100, 189.1 

Zoning Resolution of New York City 

If users were to refer to the original publication, they would have to go through hundreds 

of pages for each document regarding building energy standards and guidelines, or even more if 

they need to cross reference other mechanical, ventilation, or comfort standards. There are 

programs that allow users to use a predefined set of ASHRAE 90.1 standards to create a baseline 

model for the design. Even if the software supports an easy generation of a baseline model for 

reference and compliance, the templates available in many tools are outdated. Some elements such 

as orientation and geometry are no longer variables in retrofit projects, so some modeling protocols 

in 90.1 so some modeling protocols in 90.1 will not apply. 

The way templates are applied to the construction model does not consider overlap among 

standards, nor can standards be prioritized according to their applicability or relevance to the 

project. Users are still required to refine the templates in detail reflecting regulatory requirements. 
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5.2.1.2 Solution:Auto-selection of Standards 

Users provide a location, and the tool will provide different levels of information about 

your climate, building and energy codes and standards, and the land use and zoning regulations 

applicable to the project site. When the standard tab is selected , the baseline template will be 

different from ASHRAE 90.1 which many software include. It will select only requirements 

relevant to this specific retrofit project. Instead of a prescriptive template with mostly default data, 

users now have the option to use a pre-set ASHRAE 100 template, which applies to existing 

buildings, that directly transfers their current model specifications to the baseline input. Some 

items such as energy use requirements will be selected from standard 100 and override the ones 

from 90.1. 

This improvement could potentially save days of referencing materials, and the cost of 

hiring an external specialist to interpret the codes. 

 

Figure 5.3 Setup Page - Standards 
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Figure 5.4 Setup Page - Zoning 

5.2.2 Impediments in Iteration 

5.2.2.1 Challenge: Poor Interoperability 

One of the most critical limitations of BEM is its inability to handle multiple levels of tasks 

with a single model. Different models with varying degrees of complexity need to be set up for 

design, simulation, analysis, and optimization. The models are often not easily transferred between 

platforms. Almost all of the methods only translate geometry from BIM to BEM. The remaining 

BEM data is selected by default or must be entered manually. No method, regardless of the 

proposed design, can guarantee error-free translation of the geometry, material, and thermal zone 

(Gao et al., 2019). Translation errors in geometry are inevitable, and the correction of geometry is 

necessary, especially with large buildings. A disrupted workflow is not only time consuming, but 

can result in geometric and material misrepresentations inherent to the current information 

exchange process. 
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In stand-alone modeling programs such as Design Builder, extra time is required for 

processing the architectural model made in Sketchup, Revit or Rhino3D to be able to export it as 

gbXML. For accurate daylighting simulation, some architectural details such as columns, window 

frame thicknesses, and interior ceilings need to be added to the simplified model. When it gets to 

optimization, the typical workflow is to first convert the source geometric graphics into a 3D DXF 

file. After importing the file into Rhino3D, fine tune the model which is now stored as a .3dm file. 

Within the same software, Grasshopper connects the model with an epw file and associates it with 

genetic optimization functions. After exporting the optimized model as a gbXML file, the model 

is transferred to the BEM software, the user has to re-define all the layers, schedule and activities, 

for another round of analysis of the optimized geometry. A feature in Honeybee is the freedom 

users have to either pick the exact same surfaces for both simulations, or add extra surfaces in 

Rhino to add the details they need, and choose whether or not to add them only during daylighting 

simulations. 

The poor interoperability is exacerbated by the fact that sometimes even within a single 

platform, separate models are required for daylighting and energy simulation. The energy model 

could be simplified with fewer details than the daylight model for faster calculation, but extra time 

is required to draw the second model. The energy and daylight models are not connected -  changes 

made in one model do not automatically update the other.  

5.2.2.2 Solution: Auto-selection of Analysis Layers 

The second stage of ADORABILIS directly involves the design model. This frame 

illustrate the step when the Opening tab is selected. The windows would be automatically selected 

and colored. It extends the level of intelligence from honeybee, where users define layers for 

analysis. The user draws one model, and rather than having to define the analysis surfaces 
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manually, the program detects the level of complexity necessary, then proceeds to select 

reasonable geometry as the analysis parameter.  

 

Figure 5.5 Analysis Page - Auto-selection of Layers 

5.2.2.3 Challenge: Result Comparison 

Iteration is also hampered by comparing between different designs. To reduce the amount 

of simulation work, experienced energy modelers usually generate a model of the proposed 

building at the beginning. Multiple new copies of this model are created - one for the proposed 

model to be completed in the detailed editor and one for the baseline model. The copy for the 

proposed model is then edited in detail, while the one for baseline comparison is changed to 

comply with ASHRAE 90.1. This latter model is subsequently copied for further detail editing. 

This technique allows energy modelers to specify as much as possible in the wizard for both the 

baseline and proposed building models. It also helps to ensure that schedules and other aspects 
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shared by the two buildings are modeled the same as required by ASHRAE 90.1. This approach 

leads to simpler code compliance, but hardly facilitates learning from simulation findings. 

If architects wish to understand the effects of each design intervention, they have to first 

run the simulation for one option, wait for results to be displayed. The generation of a report alone 

could take up to several minutes. With each iteration, options need to be added or removed one at 

a time, and simulation runs repeatedly. For example, if a designer is considering between 15 

alternatives for a single element, he or she will have to run 15 simulations. Result comparison 

comes at the price of tedious repetition of the simulation process. After gathering the results, 

another challenge resides in the way the data is presented,which renders it inaccessible for 

interpretation. 

5.2.2.4 Solution: Model-Result Connectivity 

With ADORABILIS, users would just click once for the analysis display. It would present 

the feedback real-time, with only the most essential information. The simulation is run once. 

Results would change immediately and displayed directly as users alter model or change 

component properties. Users could scroll down to see more information regarding the performance 

if a specific component is selected.  
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Figure 5.6 Analysis Page - Result Summary 

5.2.2.5 Challenge: Information Presentation & Interpretation 

After gathering the results, another challenge resides in the way the data is presented,which 

makes it inaccessible for interpretation. The majority of the software have users enter all the 

specifications and generate a detailed report at the near completion. It takes extra effort to decipher 

what the data implies or what it has to do with the design. Because there's no direct feedback on 

design impacts, designers end up doing a lot of guessing work, and just randomly see which 

strategy works best by running different simulations again and again without knowing how the 

design influences building performance. Designing with BEM this way is unrealistic since they 

are time consuming and expensive. As a result, it doesn't really foster creativity; it is hard for 

designers to come up with designs that solve problems or pursue a goal. 
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5.2.2.6 Solution 1: Information Display 

The objective of ADORABILIS is to help designers come up with problem solutions by 

helping them analyze instead of helping them design 

The analysis would be incorporated into the model display, so it’s easy for visualization. 

To get rid of the repetitive simulation steps, this panel would allow users to see the result and 

visualization interactively. The slide bar could be adjusted to change the properties, then the 

display immediately reflects the new result. As shown in the example, the building performance 

is updated as the glass is changed, and the daylighting analysis graph replaces the building layers 

when “Daylighting” is selected for display. 

 

Figure 5.7 Analysis Page - Daylighting Visualization 
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5.2.2.7 Solution 2: Parametric Analysis 

The following frames introduce the parametric study, a feature absent in existing software. 

As demonstrated, when the windows performance is improved, the solar gains and cooling 

decreased, but resulted in more heating and artificial lighting gains. 

 

Figure 5.8 Analysis Page - Parametric Study 
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Figure 5.9 Analysis Page - Updated Result Summary 

 

Figure 5.10 Expert Definition Window 
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There would be an icon for advanced customization. When users hover over it, it shows 

“Expert mode”, which leads to a pop up window where a new component and its properties can 

be added by the user. This specific combination, or a current material already in analysis, can be 

added to the database for further analysis. Users no longer have to go back and forth and simulate 

them one by one and gather the results and organize them outside of the simulation software, and 

try to figure out what they mean or how they compare to each other. This step here has the 

visualization of different design interventions, presenting the candidates and their strengths and 

weaknesses. Any material can be removed from the database just by deleting it from the graph; 

Any definition can also be selected directly from the graph and you will be directed to that 

simulation result.  

 

Figure 5.11 Analysis Page - Parametric Study Comparison 
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Further down the window there would be a section where the user can specify what 

parameters to include in the analysis. A sensitivity study is then presented. 

 

Figure 5.12 Analysis Page - Sensitivity Study 

After all the components of the building are properly set up, the whole construction page 

will update with the information it has. The frame shown below assumes the user already set up 

all tabs. The carbon and energy targets are selected by the software based on the user's choice of 

standards, the location and project type. It includes indication of energy targets pass/fail. There 

would also be a place where users can store and name their simulations then have the software 

compare them together. 
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Figure 5.13 Analysis Page - Whole Construction Result Summary 

Building energy use display not from the same analysis. Illustrated for demonstration only 

5.3 Summary 

For this tool to be successful, it must meet several benchmarks to encourage an iterative 

process:  

Interoperability 

● Intuitive and easy-to-navigate user interface 

● Multiple levels of functions 

● Standards incorporation within software 

Model connectivity - any adjustment made to the model is followed by immediate feedback 

for faster design development and project delivery. Inversely, the model reflects changes made 

from the setup side 
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Feedback time 

● Packaged options - sacrifices high level customization for packaged, pre-made functionality 

● Advance design freedom - degree of flexibility to choose what information designers want to 

get, without having to think of each and every detail 

● Selected information - communicates the information essential in early design stages a way 

that it does not annoy or distract 

3. Result interpretation  

● Design feedback 

● Analysis visualization 

● Direction on improvements 

● Design decision guidance 
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Figure 5.14 Proposed UX Wireframe 
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6. CONCLUSION 

As a result of environmental demand, economic incentives and different building 

performance standards in the US and other countries, the concept of measured building 

performance has gained increasing attention. Stakeholders across the building industry are 

compelled to consider all technologies and methodologies available to them in order to fulfill the 

demand for high-performance buildings. Energy modeling should only continue to grow in value 

as it can be easily translated into energy savings. However, the existing BEM procedures are not 

streamlined enough to be utilized often and early enough, especially in the process of building 

retrofit. Should the technology become less exclusive, the industry will rapidly pivot to making 

green, sustainable buildings. 

Academic articles and software development documentation are studied to understand the 

current situation, common problems observed by BEM practitioners and developers, and solutions 

suggested. There has been a lot of effort to develop a workflow framework to make the BIM-BEM 

effort more seamless and iterative. However, the fact that so many scholars identify such a need 

indicates that the technology and the design itself are not considerate enough to include more users 

or a better user experience. The study also reveals the absence of a building retrofit-emphasized 

discussion in both the software and workflow development. Findings suggest that the most crucial 

and urgent improvement - usability in early stages - applies to both new constructions and retrofit 

projects.  

In regard to these interests, ADORABILIS is a design framework developed to improve 

future development of BEM software. The set of design specifications serve to help engineers 

expand the BEM capability for frequent iteration, so the technology can facilitate the appreciation 

of design consequences. It addresses four opportunities: (1) Interoperability - the ability to use a 
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single model for all the design and simulation needs, and a seamless movement between different 

design levels; (2) Feedback time - the near-instantaneous display of performance indications 

enabled both by software engine and user interface design; and (3) Result interpretation - the 

intelligence to guide users in the design process with in-software analysis and result comparison 

down to the component level. Potentially, a BEM software can include a more comprehensive set 

of standards requirements that is integrated in a way that can be directly applied to retrofit projects. 

It will inspire innovative ideas to tackle the concerns addressed by the codes.  By marrying the 

BEM tool with major BIM software like REVIT, one can connect the analysis functionality with 

the design model so they react to each other, subsequently solving the series of problems related 

to exporting, importing, format and set up errors, and simulation repetition. Multiple options can 

be simulated together so the users can compare different options easily without having to simulate 

each alternative one by one. The software should be able to visually give an overview of end use 

intensity and resource consumption, sensitivity analysis of design interventions, and their 

implication. It would also expedite design iteration if the optimization and analysis steps can be 

navigated without a particular sequence. 

6.1 Limitations 

Sets of standards analyzed in the paper are ASHRAE Standards and New York City local 

codes. Software studied is also not conclusive, but they are a good representation of major 

functionality, user interface, and simulation workflow. Evaluation of incipient software is needed 

for a more definitive assessment. There is a lack of previous studies on how to best incorporate 

codes and standards and retrofit projects in BEM software, which may result in inconclusive 

findings. These conclusions are solely based on the evidence presented in literature and the author's 

own experience. Since every BEM user has their own expertise, the user experience described 
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might not represent all users. Furthermore, the obstacles and opportunities outlined might not be 

for users who are well-versed in computation. The framework is designed to target a certain group 

of audiences. 

6.2 Implications 

Potential value of the methodology would be facilitating sustainable building programs and 

building code compliance, achieving energy cost savings, and enabling the optimization of 

building mechanical systems based on selected passive design strategies. Since it aims to lay a 

groundwork for including building retrofit in BEM, it is essential to better understand the exiting 

building itself. In time, this framework could be further developed to include life-cycle calculator 

that can accurately reflect the cost and energy associated with all the changes made to the building. 

For retrofit projects, the feature can factor in not only the cost and embodied energy of new 

materials and construction, but also how the demolition and alternation of existing structure adds 

to the stream of labor, waste, recycling, and transportation in the process. Eventually, the life-cycle 

factor can be one of the parameters for optimization that’s part of the whole design solutions. 
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